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12TONE's music is a hard-hitting attack of intense energy and aggression. Plenty of distortion, catchy

drum rhythms, and with child bass lines. 8 MP3 Songs Sway Hard Shake Sway Progressive Rock Vertigo

Songs Details: The profound of this hard rock band is easily identifiable, yet their whole title is

multi-dimensional. One moment they'll be still dark and melodious - still and soft spoken - and the

adjacent they'll move into a with child, low-down furrow and you don't even know how you got there. This

unpredictability is primal to 12TONE's title and it creates a mystique that's both spellbinding and tempting

The essence of 12TONE radiates from the balanced percussive rhythms produced by drummer Daniel

Graves melded with the intricate low-end bass lines composed by bass player Joey Rudell. Guitarists

Brian Gold and Wayne Rudell concluded the circulate with melodious riffs backed up by a power-house of

"IN YOUR FACE" distortion. In addition to being a guitarist, Wayne Rudell is also breast man and lead

singer for 12TONE. Wayne has a sure-footed and dominating represent presence, with a still firm

outspokenize His outspoken power drives each and all poetise and choir with unparalleled title, cantabile

with technical skill and versatility. 12TONE officially settled in the recoil of 2001 when the group began

routinely rehearsing for local gigs. During this time much of the band's profound was tasteful and shaped

into what it is today. In October 2002 12TONE entered the studio to start recording and production of their

debut album "Vertigo." As the year passed "Vertigo" was finally concludedd and discharged in September

2003. To go steady "Vertigo" has been well accepted by fans and sales are steadily increasing. 12TONE

is currently performing in Sierra Vista, AZ and former encompassing cities like Tucson, Tombstone, and

Bisbee. Most recently 12TONE took world-class identify in a Combat of the Bands sponsored by

SugarLight Productions at Club Congress in Tucson, AZ.
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